The common voice channels existing in cellular communication networks provide reliable, ubiquitously available and top priority communication mediums. These properties make voice dedicated channels an ideal choice for high priority, real time communication. However, such channels include voice codecs that hamper the data flow by compressing the waveforms prior to transmission. This study designs codebooks of speech-like symbols for reliable data transfer through the voice channel of cellular networks. An efficient algorithm is proposed to select proper codebook symbols from a database of natural speech to optimise a desired objective. Two variants of this codebook optimisation algorithm are presented: One variant minimises the symbol error rate and the other maximises the capacity achievable by the codebook. It is shown both analytically and by the simulation results that under certain circumstances, these two objective functions reach the same performance. Simulation results also show that the proposed codebook optimisation algorithm achieves higher data rates and lower symbol error rates compared with previously reported results while requiring lower computational complexity for codebook optimisation. The GilbertElliot channel model is utilised to study the effects of adaptive compression rate adjustment of the vocoder on overall voice channel capacity. Finally, practical implementation issues are addressed.
Introduction
Wireless communication networks are on the rise all through the globe spreading over vaster and vaster areas each day. This encourages excessive studies to make the most out of this preexisting widespread infrastructure by extending its services and functionalities. Although cellular networks may provide high rate services [such as enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE), high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) or IP based data (3G and 4G LTE)], data transmission through them is generally offered based on the best effort principle and assigned an inferior priority in comparison with voice calls. Consequently, utilising the voice dedicated channel to transmit data benefits from larger span, improved quality of service, lower latency of the bearer and higher priority for acquiring the channel [1] [2] [3] [4] .
It should be stressed that this high priority data over voice (DoV) communication technique is not considered as a competitor or substitute for conventional data transmission services such as EDGE, HSDPA and high rate IP based data. In turn, it helps offer a new value added service by the omnipresent cellular networks [3] [4] [5] . The fact that the voice traffic is assigned a higher priority in comparison with the previously stated data communication services is true for all generations of cellular networks regardless of their structure and protocols [3, 4] . Hence, DoV service is well suited for applications in which a small volume of data should be transmitted urgently and reliably. A well-known example is the emergency call (eCall) service discussed further in the following paragraphs. Finally, as the proposed DoV modem utilises the basic voice communication channel, it is fully compatible with all generations of cellular networks that offer the basic voice channel service encompassing all variants of GSM, 2.75 G, 3G, 4G LTE, etc. [4, 5] .
Previous researches have suggested the following applications for the proposed DoV modem.
It has been suggested for encrypted voice or data communication over the cellular voice channel in [5] [6] [7] . It has been proposed in the wikiwalk system for pedestrian guidance [8] and in the eCall recommendation by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [9] for monitoring road safety issues [8, 10] . The same data modem has also been proposed for real-time and safe transmission of the transaction information through the voice channel in point of sale payment systems [11] . Finally, Ghosh et al. [12] suggests this modem for remote condition monitoring of power apparatus in smart grids.
All the above applications share the common point of utilising the mobile voice channel as a medium for low-rate, high priority digital communications which is addressed by the DoV technology. The idea of DoV technology was revealed by the early paper of Kondoz et al. [1] in 2003 and followed up by other researches referenced in the literature. It came to practice by the two patents registered by Barry in 2005 and 2007 [13, 14] and also the eCall standard issued by ETSI in 2011 [9] .
As classified by [3, 4] , prior researches on data transmission over voice channels have proposed three different approaches of 'parameter mapping' [15] , 'codebook optimisation' [16] [17] [18] and 'modulation optimisation' [19, 20] to overcome voice channel non-idealities [3, 4, 21] . These approaches are well compared in [4] .
In this research, an efficient codebook design algorithm is demonstrated to select the best performing symbols from a database of recorded natural voice. Simulation results show that in comparison with previous works, the proposed algorithm achieves codebooks of higher throughput and accelerates the convergence rate. Note that although the simulation results reported in this paper are conducted over AMR-NB voice codec, but the proposed algorithms can also be applied to design optimum codebooks for efficient communication through any voice codecs. This is due to the fact that all voice codecs utilise the basic linear prediction coding algorithm for voice compression and therefore there are similar challenges to overcome for efficient data communication through them [3] [4] [5] . That is why the proposed algorithm is not confined to a special generation of cellular networks, but it is applicable to design efficient codebooks for different generations of cellular networks that apply different voice codecs. However in order to facilitate comparisons with prior works, AMR-NB voice codec is utilised for simulations in this research.
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates the DMC model of the voice channel using the designed codebooks and discusses the corresponding detection rule. Section 3 gives the proposed optimisation algorithm. The two objective functions of SER minimisation and capacity maximisation are compared analytically in Section 4 and the corresponding simulation results and performance comparisons appear in Section 5. Section 6 compares the proposed DoV technique with prior researches regarding its throughput and complexity. Section 7 models the total voice channel as an equivalent Gilbert-Elliot (GE) channel and derives a lower bound on the total voice channel capacity by considering adaptive compression rate adjustment effects. Section 8 discusses some practical implementation issues and the proposed corresponding solutions. Section 9 concludes the paper and finally the proof to Lemma 1 appears in Appendix 1.
Voice channel model
We optimise a codebook of predefined waveforms (symbols) that pass the vocoder with minimum distortion and remain distinguishable after passing it. As in [17] , the codebook symbols are chosen from TIMIT [22] which is a data base of recorded human speech. In this work, the search space is further reduced using a preprocessing phase similar to [17] , but the pitch modification step has been omitted due to the fact that it was observed to ruin the dynamic spectrum of the modulator output which in turn makes further modifications necessary to avoid Voice Activity Detection (VAD) [3] excitement.
The codebook C 2 nR×n is a table containing 2 nR symbols each of a length equal to n samples. Thus the transmitter converts the input bit stream into messages m i of nR bits each and extractsm i from the received distorted symbol.
In order for the system to be fully defined, it is also necessary to introduce the detection rule. Following the previous researches [2, 17] , we apply the matched filter bank for symbol detection. That means if the transmitted and received symbols are denoted by S n andŜ n , the optimum detection rule (based on Gaussian distortion model [2, 17] ) is given by (1)
where <,> represents vector dot product and S n i denotes the i ′ th codebook symbol. The general modem structure described above is depicted in Fig. 1 . As seen in this figure, the transmitter and receiver codebook symbols are represented by random variables X and Y as below (2) and (3)
Using the above notation, the voice channel is modelled by a discrete memory less channel (DMC) ( Fig. 1 ) with its probability distribution P X|Y ( ) dependent on the choice of codebook symbols. This probability distribution is not known for the voice channel but its histogram can be estimated by simulation experiments on the vocoder channel simulator. This is done by modulating a statistically sufficient amount of random data on codebook symbols, passing them through the voice codec, demodulating the received symbols at the receiver and generating the empirical probability matrix (P). P is a 2 nR × 2 nR matrix with elements p ij representing the empirical probability of a transmitted X i symbol that is decoded as Y j . An error occurs if and only if i ≠ j.
Proposed algorithm
Before proceeding to the optimisation algorithm, the term 'most destructive symbol' should be defined. To this end, contribution of different codebook symbols to the objective function must be compared. Contribution of the l ′ th symbol of the codebook is denoted by k l and calculated as the set of all terms from the objective function containing p il or p lj . The 'most destructive symbol' is the one that degrades the objective function most. This definition depends on whether the objective is minimisation or maximisation. If it is minimisation, the indexl of the most destructive symbol is given by (4)
However, for maximisation case, the reverse is true aŝ
The proposed algorithm involves five steps as demonstrated below:
Step 1: Choose 2 nR random symbols from the search space as the current codebook and estimate its empirical histogram P.
Iteration:
Step 2: Find the 'most destructive symbol' of the current codebook using its histogram. This estimate of the histogram is calculated in the previous iteration and stored in P matrix. Step 3: Generate N new codebooks by substituting the most destructive symbol of the current codebook obtained in step 2, by N random symbols from the search space.
Step 4: Estimate the empirical histogram for N codebooks generated in step3.
Step 5: Calculate the objective function for these N codebooks using the empirical histograms estimated in step4. Now, if the most desirable child improves the objective function compared with its parent codebook, it replaces the current codebook, otherwise the algorithm returns to step3. End if the stopping criterion is met, otherwise proceed to the next iteration at step2.
Symbol error rate vs. capacity optimisation
In this section, the proposed algorithm is applied to optimise both SER and capacity of the equivalent DMC model. These two objective functions are also compared analytically in this section.
The SER of the DMC vocoder model introduced in Section 2 can be expressed in terms of P array elements as
For the SER minimisation case, the contribution of the l ′ th codebook symbol to the objective function is calculated as (6) and the 'most destructive symbol' is defined by (4) .
On the other hand, the capacity of this DMC model is obtained by (7)
Assuming H X ( ) = nR is constant, maximisation of I X; Y ( )leads to minimisation of H X|Y ( ). Therefore, the objective is to look for a set of codebook symbols that minimise H X|Y ( ) or equivalently maximise the DMC channel capacity C^′.
It is known from the classic information theory that the cost function H(X |Y ) can be written as (8)
In which p j is the probability of Y j obtained by (9)
Similarly, for H(X |Y ) minimisation case, the k l value is calculated as (10) and the 'most destructive symbol' is defined by (4) .
Now that we have developed the proposed algorithm to optimise both SER and capacity, we can proceed to compare these two objective functions analytically. To simplify the problem, let's extend the search space to the continuous space of all joint probability densities on X and Y denoted by the matrix P = [p ij ]. Using this assumption and considering equiprobable X symbols as in (7), the two optimisation problems can be formulated as (11) and (12) min
Theorem 1: The two problems formulated by (11) and (12) have the same unique global minimums.
Proof: It is obvious that both cost functions and feasible regions are convex. Hence both problems possess unique global minimums. On the other hand, it can be easily shown that both cost functions are equal or greater than zero on the specified region. Therefore, the following P matrix that gives the zero value for both cost functions is the unique minimiser of both and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1 claims that on the continuous space of the joint probability distributions P, both objective functions would yield the same results. But in this case, only a discrete and countable subset of it is achievable by different combinations of 2 nR symbols out of the K = 100 × 2 nR preprocessed search space.
In the rest of this section, the conditions needed for these two versions of the algorithm to follow the same path and converge to the same codebooks is derived analytically. Consider that by substituting a codebook symbol, the joint probability distribution P, changes to P ′ according to (13)
where Q = [q ij ] and the array elements q ij are small. It is also obvious that we have (14)
To proceed, we need the following lemma. The proof to this lemma is given in Appendix 1.
Lemma 1: Considering the continuous space of all joint distributions P, the derivatives of the SER and the conditional entropy functions with respect to the P matrix elements p ij is obtained by (15)
Now we can proceed to the theorem itself.
Theorem 2: Assume that both versions of the proposed algorithm are applied to the same initial codebook and make similar random substitutions in each iteration. In this case, the capacity and SER objective functions lead to the same codebook sequence if the initial codebook is close enough to the unique optimum solution of the problems (11) and (12) .
Proof: First lets calculate the variation of both objective functions due to a symbol substitution. Consider a change of Q in the joint distribution function due to this substitution. According to the multivariate Taylor expansion we have (16)
Now utilising the lemma and (16) we get (17)
Similarly the variations in the conditional entropy can be approximated as
Substituting q ii from (14) we get (18)
Note that as both objective functions decrease in each iteration, the values D(SER) and D H X|Y ( ) ( ) are supposed to be negative. In each iteration the algorithm chooses the child codebook with the least Δf value and as seen in (17) and (18) 
) is a weighted version of the summation in D(SER). Hence, the two algorithms will not necessarily make the same choices out of the child codebooks generated in each iteration even if the parent codebook and the random substitutions made by the algorithm are 
Hence both algorithms will make the same choice of the child codebooks. □
Simulation results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, codebooks of different dimensions providing various Modem Data Rates (MDR) are generated for various Codec Data Rates (CDRs) of the AMR voice coder optimising both objective functions. The achieved results along with some codebook and algorithm parameters are reported in Table 1 .
It should be noted that we perform the objective evaluation analysis along with the proposed codebook search algorithm and report the best SER and MAEFR achieved in the final iteration. As mentioned in Section 3, each iteration of the proposed algorithm involves N empirical histogram P estimations for the N child codebooks generated for each parent codebook by random substitutions. Moreover as stated in Section 2, the P estimation process itself, involves modulating a statistically sufficient amount of random data on codebook symbols, passing them through the voice codec, demodulating the received symbols and finally generating the empirical probability matrix P. Thus, the random data passes through the vocoder compression attack and the SER and MAEFR results reported in Table 1 also consider the vocoder compression effects.
The reported Modem Data Rate (MDR) value is calculated by (19)
In the above 8000 is the number of samples transmitted in a second and R represents the number of bits transmitted on each sample. The MAEFR quantity reported in this table stands for the Maximum 
In the above equation (8000/n) is the maximum number of symbols transmitted in a second and C ′ represents the maximum number of bits transmitted on each codebook symbol or equivalently the DMC capacity per channel use.
The Convergence Iterations (CI) represents the number of algorithm iterations that leads to the achieved codebook. Finally, N denotes the number of symbol substitutions carried out in each iteration to achieve candidate child codebooks. It should be noted again that the simulations are carried out utilising the ANSI-C code for AMR voice codec [23] .
Plots of SER and MAEFR against the iteration number for both versions of the algorithm are given in Figs. 2 and 3 . It can be concluded from these figures that the proposed algorithm achieves a roughly exponential convergence rate in comparison with almost linear convergence rate achieved in [2] . In this regard, the proposed algorithm outperforms the previous researches and converges to acceptable codebooks in at least an order of magnitude less number of iterations compared with the results reported in [2, 3] .
Finally, although both versions of the algorithm reach the same final codebooks in most cases, there are also cases in which the two algorithm paths diverge from a certain iteration leading to different final codebooks. This phenomenon is observed in a few rows of Table 1 and also the convergence curves given in Figs. 2 and 3 for AMR 4.75 where the two algorithms diverge from iteration 6.
Comparison with prior researches
In this section, the proposed DoV communication technique is compared with prior works in terms of throughput and complexity. We propose the MAEFR measure for a fair performance comparison among different DoV techniques on the basis of the final bit rate and BER reported after error correction coding (ECC). This measure is calculated according to the following formula in which R and p denote the achieved bit rate and BER respectively and h(.) is the binary entropy function.
In Table 2 , the MAEFRs achieved by researches falling into the 'parameter mapping' [1] and 'modulation optimisation' categories are reported. This table also reports the corresponding MAEFRs achieved by prior researches applying the 'codebook optimisation' technique [2, 3, 17] . Note that as optimising larger codebooks involves more computational complexity in the codebook optimisation stage, we try to report the results for codebooks of almost similar size and data rates for a fairer comparison. We also include the results reported for GSM enhanced full rate among AMR 12.2 results as these two codecs proved to show very similar BER performances in [3] .
As observed in Table 2 , our proposed method outperforms the prior researches for AMR 7.4 and 4.75. This statement holds for higher compression rates (lower qualities) of the AMR voice codec. However, for AMR 12.2, although our method still outperforms the 'parameter mapping' [1] and LaDue et al. [2] techniques, it fails to catch up with more recent works by [3, 17, 19] .
Regarding complexity, both [2, 3] showed that the 'parameter mapping' techniques involve more computational complexity for modem operation when compared with 'codebook optimisation' and 'modulation optimisation' methods. In fact, in 'parameter mapping' techniques, the DoV modulator and demodulator synthesize and analyse the voice signal based on specific voice processing models which are computationally demanding operations.
The 'codebook optimisation' techniques also involve an offline codebook generation stage in which a set of symbols are optimised for improved performance. In this regard, our method clearly outperforms [2] as our iterative codebook optimisation algorithm achieves an exponential convergence rate in comparison with the almost linear convergence rate achieved in [2] . As mentioned earlier, our proposed method converges to acceptable codebooks in at least an order of magnitude less number of iterations compared with the results reported in [2, 3] . This improvement is achieved by reduction of the search space to the natural recorded voice samples of TIMIT.
Vocoder rate adjustment effects
As observed in the previous sections, different transmission and bit error rates are achievable over different rates of the AMR voice codec. On the other hand, the vocoder rate is adjusted adaptively with regard to the Markov models of cellular network's traffic. Hence, calculating the overall achievable rate through the voice channel is a challenging problem. To simplify the problem, we consider the two state (half rate/full rate) model of the voice channel addressed by AMR 12.2 and 4.75 kbps, respectively. In this method, the time varying voice channel is modelled by a GE [24] [25] [26] channel changing between the good and bad or equivalently between the full and half rate states according to the Markov model of Fig. 4 .
defined by e k = b k ⊕b k has the following characteristics.
First, the channel input and error form independent random processes i.e.
Pb k n k=1
| b k n k=1
= P e k n k=1
for n = 1, 2, . . .
Second, although the error process has memory, its distribution conditioned on channel state process s k
, s k [ {F, H} is memory less. Note that the letters F and H stand for the full and half rate channel states, respectively.
The state transition probabilities are as follows
The state transition matrix is also given as
Moreover, to ensure the stationarity of the channel state process, the initial state probabilities are assumed to equal the steady state probabilities given by the eigen-vector of the state transition matrix as (21)
The channel error probabilities for the full and half rate states are
Finally, the full-to-half ratio of the channel is defined as (22) r = f h
The following lemma helps define the channel memory. The proof to this lemma is straightforward by induction on k.
Lemma 2: For state σ ∈ {F, H} we have (23)
Lemma 2 justifies the channel memory m to be defined as (24)
In the case of m = 0, the channel is memory less meaning that the current channel state is independent of all previous states. For m > 0, the channel is called to have a persistent memory and for m < 0, the channel has oscillatory memory.
Definition 2: p * n e k n−1 k=1
, s 0 denotes the probability of a channel error at the nth channel use conditioned on the initial state s 0 and the previous error process e k n−1 k=1
i.e. , s 0 = P(e n = 1| e k n−1 k=1
, s 0 )
Similarly p n ( e k n−1 k=1
) denotes the same probability conditioned only on the previous error process i.e.
p n e k n−1 k=1 = P(e n = 1| e k n−1 k=1 ) Theorem 3 [24] : GE channel capacity, in bits per channel use, is calculated as We also have:
In (25) 
bits channeluse C SI = 908.48 bps Fig. 5 plots curves of 1 − h p n and 1 − h p * n as lower and upper bounds on channel capacity. These bounds are calculated iteratively using (25) and plotted versus the iteration number n. As expected, these two bounds converge to 0.89874(bits/channeluse) giving 898.74 bps as an estimate of the overall cellular voice channel capacity. This shows that the memory less channel capacity is an acceptable estimate of the overall capacity, hence interleaving seems an appropriate choice in this case.
As the values estimated for f and h are not sure, it is favourable to draw a curve of channel capacity versus channel memory m for a fixed full to half rate ratio r = (2/3). This curve is given in Fig. 6 and shows that the overall channel capacity is less dependent on the actual values of transition probabilities and mostly depends on the full to half ratio r. The curve shows that a capacity estimate of 0.8987(bits/channeluse) maintains acceptable accuracy for all feasible values of channel memory m.
Practical implementation issues
In this section, we briefly address some practical implementation issues and do not explore the complete details. It should be noted that our final objective is realtime implementation of the proposed modem on a 50-MHz ARM920 T embedded processor to be used as an add-on hardware for standard mobile phones which is still ongoing. The following concerns and solutions also need to be taken into account for realtime implementation:
Realtime processing requirements: The computational complexity of the modem operation once the codebook is generated is the same with that reported in [2, 3, 17] , for a given codebook size, since the modem architecture is identical except for the codebook optimisation which is performed off-line. Hence as stated in [3] , the computational complexity of the demodulation, which is the most demanding operation, is approximately 2.2 × 10 4 × 2 nR instructions per second, which is easily feasible on the mentioned embedded processor even for the maximum alphabet size considered here (2 nR = 128). On the other hand, realtime processing requirements of the proposed method are nothing more than the method introduced in [2] which was reported to be successfully implemented on a 50-MHz ARM920 T embedded processor.
Synchronisation and vocoder rate detection: To synchronise both communication sides, the transmitter needs to send a predefined preamble to the receiver, every few seconds. This preamble informs the receiver of a new incoming batch of data. On the other side, the receiver has to search for this spread spectrum preamble in the incoming signal by a correlation detector. Simulation results show that an independent and identically distributed Gaussian sequence of length 0.05 s (400 samples) filtered in the voice band [300-3400] and repeated every second works well enough for all compression rates of the AMR vocoder channel. Although this synchronisation system reduces the effective data rate by a factor of 5%, it is also needed for detecting the compression rate applied by the vocoder. The receiver can measure the level of distortion caused to the preamble by the vocoder and judge on the applied vocoder compression rate. This in turn helps both sides to use the proper codebook for modulation/demodulation of the data stream. Applying this rate detection technique, we can also achieve the SI upper bound calculated in the previous section.
Conclusion
This paper studied the challenges of digital communication through codec distorted voice channels. A data modem was presented that utilises optimised codebooks of speech-like symbols to communicate through the cellular voice channel reliably. Utilising these codebooks, the continuous vocoder channel was modelled by a DMC and an efficient algorithm was suggested to pick codebook symbols from a preprocessed database of recorded human voice such that a desired objective function is optimised. A main contribution of the authors is to consider and compare both objective functions of symbol error rate (SER) minimisation and achievable capacity maximisation analytically and by simulations. Certain conditions were derived analytically to guarantee convergence of both objectives to the same codebooks and performances. It was also observed that the suggested codebook optimisation algorithm reaches superior data rates and improved SERs compared with previously reported results while requiring lower computational complexity for codebook optimisation. The GE channel model was utilised to drive numerical bounds on voice channel capacity taking the effects of adaptive compression rate adjustment into account. Finally, some practical implementation issues were discussed and the corresponding solutions were proposed.
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